FATHER McGRATH IS NEW REGENT

New Orientation Program Welcomes First Year Students To Law Center

The week of September 11, 1961, marking the occasion for a full six-day orientation program presented to the incoming students of Georgetown Law Center. Always well received by students in the past, this year's events proved to be no exception.

Faculty chairman and prime mover of the many activities presented was Tazamas J. Hayden, J.D., Professor of Real Property. In this role Professor Hayden was responsible for scheduling and preparing the meetings, acting as chairman of the various sessions, and providing information to incoming students. Further, he wrote the script for the mock trial portion of the orientation, an innovation contained in this year's program.

A.L.S.A. Grants Award To Res Ipsa Loquitur At Annual Convention

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the American Law Student Association was held in the Ambassador Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri, August 4 to August 11, 1961. Georgetown Law Center was represented at the convention by Richard P. Langan, O. '63, National Vice-President of the A.L.S.A. for the Eleventh Circuit, and Clifford Sheehan, N.J., '52, President of the Student Bar Association.

The awards portion of the convention found the Law Center not without recognition. Res Ipsa Loquitur, student newspaper, was awarded First Prize in its category, being judged "outstanding on the basis of journalistic quality and coverage of student bar and organized bar activities." The prize-winning entry consisted of the 1960-61 volume of issues edited by J. Kevin Mahoney, LL.B. '61, who was principally assisted by Managing Editor Michael P. Oshatz, LL.B., '61. The plaque award was re-presented to this year's editor, Austin M. O'Toole, Mass., '63, during the orientation program.

Another highlight of this year's A.L.S.A. Convention was the election of National Officers. They include President, Thomas Phelps, of George Washington University; Exec. Vice-President, Howard Kentin, of Rutgers University; 2nd Vice-President, Joe T. Hoed, University of Texas; Secretary, Fred Wilkins, Kansas City University; and Treasurer, John Jones, University of Oklahoma.

An important constitutional amendment was passed by the delegates during the legislative portion of the convention. The amendment calls for the establishment of individual memberships in the A.L.S.A. by law students throughout the country. The effect would be to provide increased services to the individual law student by the association. The new provision is intended in no way to effect the overall operations of the association; that is, member bar associations will continue to determine the operational policies and procedures of the A.L.S.A.

In his report submitted to the faculty upon his return from the convention, Mr. McLaughlin expressed a concern that more Law Center students actively participate in the business of the A.L.S.A. He noted that first year students are in a very advantageous position to advance to positions of responsibility within the association. There are openings available on virtually every standing committee. These committees serve to pass along useful legal information to the over one-hundred member law schools. Mr. McLaughlin should be contacted by any student so interested.

Professor Hayden watches as Professor Antiau addresses the new students.

Outlining the general theme and purpose behind the administration's policy to effect this annual tradition, Dean A. Kenneth Pye, LL.M., '56, commented: "The purpose of orientation week is to introduce the student to the legal profession and to the study of law; to enable him to see where he is going while here and to see the relationship between the various courses."

These men assumed new posts: left to right, Dean Paul R. Dean; Dean Richard A. Gordon; Reverend Brian A. McGrath, S.J.; Dean A. Kenneth Pye.

Pye and Gordon Assume New Positions Assisting Dean

The President of the University, the Reverend Edward B. Bunn, S.J., announced to a meeting of the executive faculty of the Law Center on July 8, 1961, that certain administrative changes would become effective at the Law Center.

The Reverend Brian A. McGrath, S.J., was named as Regent of the Law Center. Father McGrath succeeds the Reverend Francis E. Lucey, S.J., who has served devotedly at this post for thirty years. In addition to his duties as Regent, Father McGrath will continue in his position as University Academic Vice-President, a post which he has held since 1955.

Father Lucey, now Regent Emeritus, will continue his life-long application to teaching, research and writing. From his wealth of experience and his eminent place in the legal life of the Washington area, Father Lucey will be able to give invaluable direction in the planning of the new Law Center.

Paul R. Dean, LL.M., '52, Dean since 1954, continues as Dean of the Law Center, including the Graduate School. The position of Dean of the Graduate School was removed from the administrative structure of the Law Center, following the resignation of Frank J. Dugan from that position. Former Dean Dugan will remain on the faculty as Professor of Labor Law and Contracts of Law. Being relieved of administrative burdens, Professor Dugan will be able to devote more time to writing, research, arbitration and other forms of public service.

Professor A. Kenneth Pye, LL.M., '56, Director of the highly successful Legal Internship program in its first year, was named Associate Dean. Richard A. Gordon, LL.M., '61, a Georgetown alumnus and former Keigwin fellow, was selected as Assistant Dean. The positions of Associate and Assistant Dean are both new to the administration of the Law Center. These positions have been inaugurated in order that more time and talent may be brought to bear upon the task of implementing the curriculum and upon budgetary matters. In addition, the new Deans will include among their duties the coordination of student activities and the conduct of more meaningful student counselling. Deans Pye and Gordon will also serve the Law Center by visiting other law schools and colleges in order to observe new techniques and to make better known the facilities available at Georgetown's Law Center.

THE ALSA

Richard P. McLaughlin, O., '62, National Vice-President of the American Law Student Association for the Eleventh Circuit, has recently returned from that organization’s annual convention in St. Louis.

From Mr. McLaughlin’s point of view it would seem that there is a need for greater participation in the workings of the ALSA by the students of this school. We AGREE.

Georgetown Law student has in the past earned notable recognition in the area of student participation in co-curricular activities. Our record in National Moot Court Competition is enviable. The Student Bar Association has been lauded on several occasions by the ALSA itself; as was this publication this past summer. The Legal Aid Society has a greater number of participants than any other school in the country with such a program. Our Law Journal is well recognized.

But what of our activities in the ALSA? True, we have had a few high points in the almost ten year association with this group. The fact that the Circuit Vice-President is a Law Center man is of no small significance, and indicates that some have devoted themselves to this inter-school activity. However, participation should be expanded, and it is with the first-year students that the burden lies.

They are the ones who have the most valuable asset in any such undertaking—time. Volunteers for this activity will have the opportunity to work in close contact with representatives of other law schools in carrying out the activities of the association, which include: the publication of the Student Lawyer Journal; the furtherance of the ALSA life insurance program; organizing student competitions for member associations; placement; and liaison with segments of the organized bar, among others. Starting with committee work for the circuit organization in their first year, these men will then have the necessary background to advance to positions at the national level.

There are many students who entered the Law Center this fall with a wealth of college activity experience similar to that needed by the ALSA. If several of these men would come forward now to offer their abilities to Mr. McLaughlin, they would be doing a service to themselves, their school, and the organization itself.

SBA ELECTIONS

During the next few weeks first year students will have the opportunity to vote for representatives from their class to the Student Bar Association. Last year approximately two men ran for each available office. This statistic needs improvement. Those who wish to lead the SBA in future years would do well to avail themselves of the opportunity to lead their class now.
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Regent Addresses New Students

Welcoming Remarks to the Entering Students of the Georgetown University Law Center

by Reverend Brian A. McGrath, S.J., Regent

September 11, 1961

It is a pleasure and a privilege to welcome you to the Georgetown University Law Center.

The coming years will provide you with an extraordinary challenging opportunity. It is a real challenge to know the Law—it’s objects, its purposes, its functions. For the Law in its fullest sense is indeed one of the most important elements of society. Law may be a factor of oppression—a factor of regression—a factor of progression in any society. Look about you today, with the broad but yet analytical tools of a professional scholar, and you cannot help but discover where law is a factor of oppression. Need I mention Cuba, Russia, Poland? We could spend an hour reviewing reports from Cuba and Poland on how the Law is now being used as an instrument of oppression. The first acts of any thorough revolution is to change the Law and use the Law as an instrument of repression and oppression. The dictum of Marshall that the power to tax involves the power to destroy is clearly being proven today in Eastern Europe.

History, too, is filled with societies and governments that conceived of Law as merely an instrument of power, and when the source and instruments of power changed, the societies and governments decayed or vanished. Greece and Rome, Carthage and Baghdad are notable examples of this. France, too, in the 100 years before her Revolution, is an example of Law as an instrument of regression.

The real challenge to you is to understand and realize the scope and function of Law and how it can maintain, protect, develop, and foster the various elements of society, so that the individuals and the society can reach their due ends in harmony and order. Beyond the formal acts of legislatures and the decisions of courts is the root concept of Justice. It is not encompassed in a definition, but in an attitude of dedication and work, of respect for human dignity, of fairness.

Your presence here indicates a serious interest in the Law as a professional career. During the next years you will have a God given opportunity to develop the skill and insight, the knowledge and the techniques that make you members of a basic and honored profession.

During the last twenty years I have had the privilege of meeting many of the men who have graduated from this Law Center and made distinguished careers in the profession of Law. I have sat with your Executive Faculty for over five years. I can assure you that you will be given every chance to prove your interest and to respond to the opportunity that is presented you. I do not promise you an easy time, but I do assure you that you can have an interesting and profitable one.

In the Second Statue of Westminster, there is a sentence that might well be your motto—

"So that the Court shall no longer fail those who seek Justice."

This is your challenge and an opportunity to see learn the Law in our country, Society shall not fail those who seek Justice.

*2nd Statute of Westminster (1285) De Donis, Ch. 24 Plunkett, 5th ed. p. 28.
Legal Internship Program

Advocacy of Legal Interns Receives High Praise

WIRE RECEIVED FROM PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

“My personal greetings and congratulations to Georgetown University Law Center upon the completion of the first year of the legal internship program. I am informed that the first year attorneys participating have accomplished their assigned duties of defending those unable to afford counsel with an admirable dedication and competence.

Equality in the administration of justice in the courts of the District of Columbia, as well as throughout the nation, is in the best interest of all citizens, and the interns can justifiably take pride in the knowledge that they have made a valuable contribution to their country and their profession in pursuing the standard of excellence in this area.”

John F. Kennedy
The White House

WIRE RECEIVED FROM ATTORNEY GENERAL ROBERT F. KENNEDY

“Sincere congratulations to the Law Center’s Associate Dean Pye and Professor Dugan, and especially to the brilliant legal interns themselves, on the successful completion of the first year of Georgetown’s legal internship program. I understand the high level of competence and dedication of dedication which each intern brought to his assigned duties have been an inspiration to both the judiciary and the bar. Their contribution to the administration of justice in the District of Columbia and hence to the community has been outstanding. Best wishes for the continuation of this excellent program.”

Robert F. Kennedy
Attorney General

WIRE RECEIVED FROM WHITNEY NORTH SEYMOUR, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

“Warm greetings and congratulations to the Law Center and the nine interns themselves upon the completion of the first year of the Georgetown Legal Internship Program. Under the able supervision of Professor Dugan and the dedicated direction of Associate Dean Pye, this progressive experiment in the area of practical legal education has exceeded the expectations in reinforcing a high standard of professional responsibility in the defense of indigents. The interns have enriched the community, the courts and the profession by their zeal and competence. The Association is indeed gratified by the results so far achieved, and looks forward with great interest to the continuation of the program and to the participation of these young men in the work of the organized bar in the year ahead.”

Whitney North Seymour
President, American Bar Association

Shadoan Program Director

The new Director of the Legal Internship Program is George W. Shadoan, Professor of Civil Procedure at the Georgetown University School of Law. George W. Shadoan is a member of the last year’s neophyte group of Prettyman Fellows. A Marine Corps veteran and a member of the Kentucky and D.C. Bars, he received his undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Kentucky, where he also taught in the University’s College of Commerce. While at the law school he was a member of the Law Review. In 1954 Professor Shadoan was undefeated in winning the National Tau Kappa Alpha debate tournament.

This year’s Prettyman Fellows are: Thomas G. Conway, one of the 1961 finalists in the Ames Moot Court Competition; Mr. Conway did his undergraduate work at Holy Cross College and graduated from Harvard University; Wallace L. Duncan, a graduate of the American University Law School, where he finished first in his class, was the Editor of the Law Review and a member of the national Moot Court team; Harold K. Schoen, Law Review Editor of the University of Buffalo Law School and National Vice-President of the American Law Student Association; John A. Yacovello, Jr., who finished first at Rutgers Law School, where he was a member of the Law Review and National Moot Court Team; and Phillip A. Hubbard, law graduate of Duke University and Editor of its Law Review.

Mr. Hubbard did his undergraduate work at Augsburg College and graduated Magna Cum Laude.
Five Outstanding Professors Add To Summer School Program

Five outstanding members of the legal profession joined the Summer School faculty at the Law Center this past summer. Two of them will remain as permanent members of the faculty. Professor Richard A. Gordon taught Legislation this past summer. He will remain as Assistant Dean and professor of Contracts and Corporate Problems. Father Charles M. Whelan, S.J., taught Church, State and Education law and continues teaching at the Law Center as an Adjunct Professor of Civil Rights Seminar.

Professor Burke

Vincent C. Burke, Jr., a graduate of the Law Center in 1956, taught Trusts, a subject in which he specializes. Professor Burke was born in Louisville, Kentucky and moved to Washington, D.C. when he was 10 years old. After graduating from Gonzaga High School in 1940, he entered Georgetown University School of Foreign Service. Three years later he graduated from the School of Foreign Service and received a commission in the United States Navy. He served in the U.S. Navy until 1946 when he was placed on inactive duty with the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade. At that time he entered Georgetown Law School and attended the late afternoon session. Almost immediately Professor Burke acquired first hand experience in the practical aspects of legal training. He served as a Clerk in a title insurance company for a year and a half, and then moved on to be a Law Clerk to Chief Judge Bolitha J. Laws of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. He graduated from the Law Center in 1950 and continued in his capacity as Law Clerk to Judge Laws. In June, 1951 he was admitted to the Bar of the District of Columbia. In December of 1951, he became an Assistant United States Attorney for the District of Columbia. In this position, Professor Burke was primarily concerned with criminal prosecution. In March, 1953 he entered the private practice of law in the District of Columbia. A year later he gave up his private practice to become associated with the Riggs National Bank of Washington, D.C.

James A. Washington taught Mortgages during the summer school session. Professor Washington was born in Asheville, North Carolina. Four years old moved to Washington, D.C., where he received his elementary and secondary education. He entered Harvard University in 1932 and received an A.B. Degree in Political Science in 1935. He entered Washington, D.C. and three years later received his LL.B. Degree from Howard University Law School. In 1939 Professor Washington began his teaching career as a Teaching Fellow at Howard University Law School. He received his LL.M. Degree from Harvard University two years later. During the years of 1942-1946, he worked for the Justice Department in the War Division's Subversive Activities Section. During this time he was principally concerned with the administration of the Foreign Agents Registration Act and the Alien Registration Act of 1940. These acts brought about a forced disclosure of all foreign agents and aliens living in the United States. Professor Washington resumed his teaching career in 1946 at Howard University. In the following years he was mainly concerned with the teaching of Real Property. He has served as Acting Dean of Howard Law School on several occasions and in January, 1946, he was appointed Assistant Dean. Professor Washington is a member of the Washington, D.C. Bar Association. In September of this year he was appointed by President Kennedy to membership in the Public Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia.

Professor Washington

Leo J. O'Brien, a native of San Francisco, California, is a graduate of the University of San Francisco. He received his A.B. Degree in 1946 and his LL.B. in 1953. He served as a Captain in the Judge Advocate General Corps between 1953 and 1956. Professor O'Brien received his LL.M. Degree from the Georgetown Law Center in 1953. A year later he entered the private practice of law and became associated with the firm of Holberg and Finger. In 1957 he gave up the private practice of law and became a member of the faculty of the University of San Francisco School of Law. He was appointed Assistant Dean in 1960. During the Summer Session he taught Evidence at the Law Center.

Professor O'Brien

SBA officers are, seated, Vice-President Jack Galloway, Pa., '63, and President Clifford Sheehan, N. J., '62, and Secretary Joe Doyle, Pa., '63.

SBA COMMENCES ACTIVITIES

The Student Bar Association has initiated its activities for the year by helping to greet the incoming freshman class during orientation week. It began by distributing the “Gray Cards” which entitle students to discounts at named businesses in Washington, and by publishing the student directory. Under the leadership of President Clifford Sheehan, N. J., '62, Vice-President Jack Galloway, Pa., '63, Secretary Joe Doyle, Pa., '63, and newly appointed Treasurer Tom Begley, N. J., '62, the Student Bar Association will soon busy itself with planning the year’s calendar of cocurricular events. Class representatives of the S.B.A. are Jerry Jahn, Mo., '62, Mike Schaefer, Cal., '63, Bud Hart, Wis., '63, Paul Sheridan, Va., '63, and Ed Larkin, N. Y., '63. Freshmen representatives will be elected by the first year class on October 18.

This year an Executive Council has been established to aid the Student Bar Association. Members of this council will include the Editor-in-Chief of the Law Journal, Editor-in-Chief of Res Ipsa Loquitur and President of the fraternities and sorority at the Law Center.

During the summer, Joe Sadofski, N. J., '63, was recalled to active duty in the Air Force, thus leaving vacant the office of Treasurer, which was filled by the appointment of Tom Begley, N. J., '62.

In August, the American Law Student Association held its annual convention in St. Louis, Mo. The Law Center was represented by S.B.A. President Cliff Sheehan and Richard McLoughlin, O., '62, who is this year’s Vice President for the 12th District of the A.L.S.A. The Law Center has been honored in the past with the Presidency of this Association, an award for the best Student Bar Association, and has received many awards for individual accomplishments. This year Res Ipsa Loquitur was named at the convention as the outstanding law school paper in the country.

During Orientation Week, the S.B.A. helped introduce incoming students to the faculty and facilities here at the Law Center, organized tours of the courts located near the school, treated freshmen to a Senators baseball game at Griffith Stadium, and finished the week by giving a beer party on September 16 at McDonough Gymnasium.

The book store run by the Student Bar Association was busy throughout Orientation Week receiving used books from old students and selling them to students who will use them this year.

During the coming year, the S.B.A. will distribute the Notes of faculty members to students, maintain copies of each State’s bar requirements in the Student Bar office, and hope to attract prominent speakers for a series of lectures on topics of current importance to law students. In addition, the social calendar for the fall semester will include a picnic on October 14 and a Christmas dance on the first of December. In the spring, the S.B.A. will organize the Barrister’s Ball and the annual Law Day program.

The “Gray Cards,” which have been passed out by the S.B.A., entitle student bearers to discounts at the businesses listed on the card. This is the first year this has been done at the Law Center, and President Sheehan hopes to expand the list of firms which honor these cards.

Communication with the student body will primarily be by means of the Student Bar Association bulletin board, which is located opposite the directory of the Law Center. Of particular importance on the board will be the current schedule of the Courts in session within walking distance of the Law Center. Students will be encouraged to submit recommendations and constructive comments of any type in the suggestion box, which will be maintained by the S.B.A. in the student lounge.
Reading Test Given Freshmen For Counselling Purposes

One of the significant additions to the academic year 1961-1962 was a vocabulary-reading comprehension test. The test was given during the mornings of September 13 and 23, 1961, at the Georgetown University Law Center. At that time, the student's reading rate, comprehension, and verbal skills were measured.

The test was in no sense an obstacle placed in the path of applicants seeking admission to the Law Center because all the students had been already accepted and had already registered for courses prior to taking the test. Rather, the results of the test are to be used in the expanded counselling services of the Law Center.

Most immediately, the scores will be used to determine whether the performance of individual students experiencing academic difficulties during their first year is attributable, at least in part, to reading habits.

There is, however, a long-range use to the new program. By way of background, several law schools throughout the country have tried various studies to discover the cause of failing grades received by certain of their students. At the time of their selection, these students showed promise of success, based upon their past academic record and several other criteria established by these law schools. The purpose of these studies was to reduce the number of failures and to improve the criteria for screening and selecting applicants to the law schools.

The reading test is Georgetown University Law Center's own long-range attempt to address itself to one possible facet of this area of concern. Miss Helen E. Steinbinder, LL.M., '55, Professor of Taxation, one of several professors at the Law Center who are involved in the programming, and the correcting of the tests, said that an attempt will be made to correlate the results of the reading test with the Law School Admission Test, the student's past college record, his intelligence quotients, and the information revealed by other tests he has taken. Professor Steinbinder emphasized that the correlation of the reading test scores with a student's performance in law school was a pilot project in the search for the causes of failure among otherwise promising law students. The reason is that, although there is data available from reading tests given to college students generally, there are no norms available concerning law students specifically.

Professor Steinbinder said that it would take several years to amass the necessary data to provide the basis for any valid conclusions, but that she, like her colleagues working on the project, anticipates interesting and fruitful results.

Orientation Week
(Continued from page 1)

The program also involved for the first time a reading-ability test, the results of which will form an important part of the expanded counselling program which is being initiated at the Law Center.

Chairman Hayden noted that the student's response to the orientation was quite satisfactory, as evidenced by their interest, attentiveness and apparent appreciation of the assistance being given to them. He felt that the orientation was "very valuable because it enabled the student in one week's time to get his feet on the ground so that he knows where he is going; he knows what we can do for him, and what he can do for himself."

A change in the pace and the mood of orientation week was introduced by Clifford J. Sheehan, N.J., '62, president of the Student Bar Association. Mr. Sheehan made arrangements, through the courtesy of General Quer-sada, owner of the Washington Senators, to have the entire incoming class attend the Saturday afternoon baseball game between Washington and the Kansas City Athletics at Griffith Stadium. That evening the Student Bar Association sponsored a get-together which was held in the McCoogs Gymnasium on the main campus of Georgetown University.

Mock Trial Presented by Faculty and Local Attorneys

Like an Athenian assembly of old, the group of incoming students sat as a mass jury for a mock trial which was held in the William O'Hara, Staff Attorney of the Legal Aid Agency of the District of Columbia, who played the role of Counsel for the Defense; Harold J. Sullivan, Assistant United States Attorney for the District of Columbia, who acted as the witness for the prosecution; John R. Schertz, also an Assistant United States Attorney, who played the Prosecuting Attorney for the mythical state of Georgetown; John J. Carmody, Jr., '61, and Thomas P. Carolan, '61, attorneys in the District of Columbia, who played the defendant and the complaining witness, respectively.

Chester J. Anteau, S.J.D., Professor of Constitutional Law at the Law Center, was the "trial judge," Miss Joan F. McLaughlin, M.D., '62, took the stand as a witness.

The script for the trial was written by James J. Hayden, J.D., Professor of Real Property, and it involved a case of simple assault that had taken place at a ball game. After hearing the witnesses for both sides the student jury brought in a verdict of Not Guilty.

The mock trial, which was a new addition to this year's orientation program, enabled the new students not only to get a glimpse of one aspect of their profession, but also to take an active part in this portion of the program.

To Our New Students and Returning Students:

WELCOME

and

GOOD LUCK!

LERNER LAW BOOK CO., INC.

All Your Books and Supplies —
— Just Across the Street
The Reverend Francis E. Lucey, S.J., LL.B., "41, Regent Emeritus of the Law Center, was born in Malden, Massachusetts in 1891. He received his early schooling in the public schools of that community. After attending Waverly Academy, a parochial high school in Dedham, Massachusetts, Father Lucey returned to his native Massachusetts and continued his schooling at Boston College High School.

Father entered the Novitiate of the Society of Jesus at St. Andrews-on-Hudson in 1909. He then followed a course in philosophy and was awarded a Bachelor of Arts degree by Woodstock College in 1915. This degree was followed by that of Master of Arts in 1916.

Following his studies at Woodstock, Father went to Loyola High School in New York City. There he taught biology and was active in organizing student activities. From Loyola, High School, Father went to Fordham University, his Alma Mater, and received his degree in Jurisprudence. In 1921 Father Lucey returned to Woodstock College as a professor. Later he joined the staff of Woodstock College, and after several years, he was awarded a LL.M. degree from Fordham University in 1929.

When Father Lucey entered the Novitiate of the Society of Jesus at St. Andrews-on-Hudson he was assigned to the JAG unit at the Pentagon. There he prosecuted appeals for the Army and served as a Court of Military Appeals. He was then directed to the JAG School at the University of Virginia in 1930, where he served as Assistant Dean.

In 1931 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1932 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia, and in 1933 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1934 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1934 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1935 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1936 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1937 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1938 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1939 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1940 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1941 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1942 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1943 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1944 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1945 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1946 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1947 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1948 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1949 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1950 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1951 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1952 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1953 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1954 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1955 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1956 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1957 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1958 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.

In 1959 Father Lucey was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1960 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. In 1961 he was named an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Virginia.
The Reverend Brian A. McGrath, newly appointed Regent of the Law Center is a native of Washington, D.C. He received his high school and college training at Rock­fagg College, and enrolled in the cardinal University. He was a member of the faculty in 1946, during which time he was awarded the degree of Master of Laws. After receiving his Master of Laws, Professor Dugan became Law Clerk for Judge Joseph P. Jackson of the United States District Court of Kansas City, Missouri. His undergraduate majors were Economics and Philosophy.

After receiving his Master of Laws, Professor Dugan became a member of the faculty in 1946, where he was awarded the degree of Master of Laws. In 1949, he was appointed as the Chief Judge Advocate General’s School at the University of Michigan. After he completed the course at Ann Arbor, he was assigned to the Judge Advocate General’s School at the University of Michigan. After he completed the course at Ann Arbor, he was assigned as Executive Officer to the Assistant Judge Advocate General in charge of Military Justice.

Since his involvement in labor law, Professor Dugan has written several articles on that subject. He is currently working on a number of articles on the Landrum-Griffin Act.

Professor Dugan, a native of Clinton, Missouri, held the position of Director of Graduate Studies from 1949 to 1954. In 1954 he was named Dean of the Graduate School of Law, which brought to a close his 20-year service as a member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of American Political and Social Sciences and of the Committee on American Education and Communism.

The founder of RES IPSA LOQUITUR, Father Lacey is also well known as a legal scholar and writer. In March of 1941 he read a paper at the annual Washington meeting of the Pi Gamma Mu Honor Society and the Academy of World Economies, entitled ‘Jurisprudence and the Future Social Order.’ This paper was published in Social Sciences, Volume 16, Number 8. This article was followed in December of 1941 by a paper on ‘Natural Law and Realism’ read at the annual meeting of the Association of American Law Schools. This article is published in 39 Georgetown Law Journal at page 495. These articles sparked a great controversy among legal philosophers on the subject of the philosophy of the University of Justice Holmes. A later article on Holmes was published in 39 Georgetown Law Journal at page 52.
Law Journal Golden Issue
To Be Dedicated to Fr. Lucey

As the current academic year gets underway, the Georgetown Law Journal begins its fiftieth year of publication. To mark his retirement as Regent, the anniversary volume will be dedicated to the Reverend Francis F. Lucey, S.J., Regent Emeritus.

The first issue, to appear in early November, will contain a lead article by Dr. Harvey J. Levin, Chairman of the Department of Economics at Hofstra College. In his article, "Regulatory Efficiency, Reform, and the FCC," Dr. Levin examines the shortcomings of existing regulatory techniques and offers an economist's approach to regulatory reform.

In his article, Commander Richard E. Blair, Assistant Director of Military Personnel Division, Office of Judge Advocate General, and an alumnus of the Law Center, '57, reviews with alarm the recent military court decisions upholding jurisdiction to try post-retirement offenses by court-martial. Commander Blair urges that such jurisdiction be severely limited, lest a major portion of the civilian community be subjected to criminal process without traditional constitutional protections.

It has been four years since the Supreme Court handed down its decision in the Chicago River case. In a third article, Mr. John McGuinn, former Editor-in-Chief of the Georgetown Law Journal, analyzes the implications of this decision, which marked a re-emergence of the labor injunction as a potent force in labor-management disputes involving the railroad and airline industries.

A student note, several recent decisions and book reviews which round out the first issue of Volume 50.

Old Fellows
(Continued from page 3)

of which number there were 96 withdrawals for non-indigency (despite requests from clients, the Fellows could accept no cases where a fee was involved), 98 guilty pleas, and 78 cases where the charges were dropped. With 14 cases still pending, the Legal Interns won 21 of 36 cases, for a percentage of 60%. In District Court the Fellows were assigned 74 cases. They tried 54% of these cases and won 20% of them, with 29 cases pending. An interesting comparison can be made with the results of the bar as a whole during the same period (November 1, 1960 to April 30, 1961). In representing defendants by retain er and through court appointment, the local bar members tried only 29% of their total cases, winning 15%.

Saponaro Named Legal Aid Head

Frank Saponaro, Md., '62, will chair the Georgetown Legal Aid Society during the 1961-62 academic year. Mr. Saponaro became chairman in June 1961. Faculty Advisor to the Society this year is Professor George Shadoan, a former Prettyman Fellow at the Law Center. The Society's current quarters are in the same building as the Legal Internship Program Office, at 425 Fourth Street, N.W.

Since the inception of the Society in April, 1965, Georgetown students have assisted attorneys connected with various legal assistance programs, courts, and agencies. Agencies aided include the Legal Aid Society, the Legal Assistance office maintained in the Municipal Court by the District of Columbia Bar Association; members of the Junior Bar Section of the D. C. Bar Association assigned to criminal cases before the United States District Court for the District of Columbia: the recently established District of Columbia Legal Aid Agency; the Georgetown Legal Internship Program; the Office of the United States Attorney and the Juvenile Court.

Chairman Saponaro plans to recruit student liaisons for each class section to note the names, phone numbers, and assignment preferences of those interested in participating in the Society. Opportunities for first semester students to participate during the early part of the semester, however, will be limited to service in the Legal Assistance Office of the Municipal Court.

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
(Continued from page 2)

experts in the practice of the criminal law and representatives from social agencies concerned with the administration of criminal justice will meet with the interns. Courts, police stations, and hospitals will be visited.

Academic requirements of the program include the successful completion of ten semester hours in the Graduate School in courses dealing with different aspects of trial advocacy, and the writing of one paper of publishable quality. After the orientation period, the Fellows spend their days in the courts and their nights in the classroom. All court work is done under the supervision of the program's Director. Formal course work is completed in May; however, the fellows must represent their indigent clients until August. Upon successful completion of the course of study, which includes both court and academic work, candidates receive the degree of Master of Laws and a Certificate of proficiency in Trial Advocacy.

The E. Barrett Prettyman Fellowship program, now in its second year, has undergone several changes. Associate Dean A. Kenneth Fye, '53, last year's Director, has turned over the reins to one of last year's pioneer fellows, George W. Shadoan, Professor of Civil Procedure. Professor Shadoan is also the advisor to the Legal Aid Society which last year had a separate faculty mentor. The merger of the two programs under the one head does not mean that services previously performed by the Society will now be controlled solely by the Fellowship Program. However, an attempt at correlation of the activities of both groups will be made. The general scope and aims of the Fellowship Program will remain largely the same, but Professor Shadoan intends some expansion into the civil field of indigent defense. Last year's fellows represented indigent defendants only in criminal cases.

The first group of Prettyman Fellows were nine in number, whereas this year's group is six, a number that will most likely be maintained in following years. In the original group the final number was chosen from 157 applicants, who were not limited as to their class level. Applicants for this year's group, however, were restricted to the top one-third of their class. The six Fellows were chosen from 87 applicants representing 57 different law schools.

At right are the Editors of the Georgetown Law Journal, Richard S. Rebeck, N. J., '62, Editor-in-Chief (L) and Frank J. Petland, Md., '62, Managing Editor.

Pictured above is Eleanor R. Higdon, B.A., newly-appointed Acting Registrar. Miss Higdon, replacing Marie L. Stoll, who occupied the position for 15 years, will be assisted by Eileen A. Dugan, not shown.

Frank Saponaro, Md., '62, newly appointed chairman of the Legal Aid Program.
LAW FRATERNITY REPORTS

DELTA THETA PHI

Phi Delta Phi, the oldest and largest legal fraternity in existence, is represented at Georgetown Law Center by Scott Inn. Although Scott Inn has been at the Law Center for only fourteen years, it has consistently counted among its members leaders in academic as well as co-curricular activities.

Rush functions are held during semesters; however the fraternity has a minimum academic requirement for membership. Students must receive one grade report evidencing satisfactory academic performance before they will be pledged. Although first-semester freshmen are not eligible, they, as well as all other prospective members, are cordially invited to attend the social and professional functions held during the first semester. In that way they are able to become acquainted with the members and functions of Phi Delta Phi.

The first rush function will be held in the House Office Building in the near future. Several professional functions are contemplated this year which will feature speakers representing the judicial, legislative and executive branches of government. Highlighting the year's activities is the traditional Spring Initiation. Last spring Scott Inn hosted this function at the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel, having as its guest the Marshall Inn Chapter of George Washington University. The fraternity's honor initiate at this event was The Honorable, The Solicitor General of the United States, Archibald Cox, who spoke on the operation and function of the office of the Solicitor General.


PHI DELTA PHI

The E. D. White Senate of Georgetown Law Center was presented with an award as outstanding chapter at the 32nd Biennial Convention held in Atlanta, Georgia.

The White Senate was in competition with the George Washington and American University Senates in District 2. Several new innovations in the fraternity organization took place, and the convention was described as a great success by Dean Larry Eleuteri, N.J., '62.

The summer activities commenced with Dr. Jaeger's annual reception for the Delta Theta who passed the bar exams in the various states. The reception was a social success with over fifty rushers and members on hand to congratulate Michael K. Caporale, Bruce A. Koppe, and Glenn A. Mitchell, all of whom passed the D.C. bar and Edward McNeil, who passed the New Jersey Bar.

The fraternity was host to over seventy Delta Thetas and rushers at a picnic in Fort Hunt, Virginia. Many activities including a softball game, horseshoes, and badminton highlighted the afternoon.

On August 6, a dance was held at the Army-Navy Country Club in Arlington, Virginia. This climaxed the summer social functions and was a huge success with over thirty members attending. The brothers of the fraternity extend their hearty welcome to the freshman class and extend their invitation to the various rush parties and social functions to be held during the year.

Officers of the fraternity for the coming year are: Larry Eleuteri, N.J., '62, Dean; Peter J. Becker, Conn., '62, Vice Dean; Phil O'Neill, Wyo., '62, Tribune; William Duley, Mass., '63, Master of Rolls; Frank Saponaro, Mo., '62, Master of Ritual; John Mariano, N.J., '62 Exchequer; Bernard Buonanno, Conn., '63, Bailiff.

IFI ALPHA DELTA

The Taft Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity successfully commenced its new year by holding a smoker at the Elks Club for all freshman law students. Enthusiasm was clearly demonstrated by the brothers as well as the new students.

John Tomas, Justice of the Taft Chapter, introduced Bob Redding, Supreme Treasurer of Phi Alpha Delta. He discussed the merits of joining Phi Alpha Delta, but, above all, he emphasized the great advantages of affiliating with a law fraternity in general. Such an advantage is the professional contact which is always and inevitably present. Professor Edwin Bradley also gave a refreshing introductory speech which was well received. Later, he and Professor James Hogan mingled with the group, answering various questions.

Phi Alpha Delta plans an exceedingly active fall semester. At least three, and possibly four, more functions are being scheduled. These will be initiated by another rush smoker which will be held during the first week of October and which will feature a prominent speaker.

The officers of the fraternity are: John Tomas, Minn., '63, Justice; Farell Shaftel, Conn., '62, Vice Justice; John Greenya, Wis., '63, Clerk; Gerson Meyers, Ill., '64, Treasurer; Bill Stewart, Ill., '63, Marshall.

PHI DELTA PHI

The members of Kappa Beta Pi Legal Sorority, left to right, Katherine Woodward, Mary Lawton and Peggy Burnett.

The Beta Mu Chapter of Kappa Beta Pi Legal Sorority held its first meeting of the fall semester on September 28, at the Georgetown Student Lounge. The chapter representatives to the biennial National Convention gave their reports on the proceedings of the Convention.

No formal rush functions take place until the spring semester in order that the student and sorority may examine the academic standing of the prospective member. A formal tea is given by the various local chapters in order to acquaint the rushers with the sorority and its members.

Tentative plans of President Mary Lawton, '60, are to have Mrs. Nivelly, wife of the local bar reviewer master, address the group and rushers on the requirements and preparation for bar examinations. In addition, plans have been formulated to have other speakers during the year.

Officers are left to right, Gerson Meyers, John Tomas, Farell Shaftel, John Greenya.
Student Loan Fund Established
To Honor Law Center Alumnus

The George M. Mann Law Student Loan Fund has been established by Mr. Mann’s three children in honor of his September 8 birthday. Mr. Mann, a graduate of the Class of 1907 and former classmate of our late Dean Hugh J. Fegan (1945-1954), is currently President of Theatre Management, Inc., a firm with headquarters in San Francisco.

It is anticipated that the fund will be available for partial tuition loans to selected law students.

The Mann children, son Richard of Mill Valley, Calif., and daughters, Mrs. Robert Harry of San Jose, Calif., and Mrs. John Austin of Yenkers, N. Y., have agreed to contribute an additional $200.00 per year to the fund. The continuing contribution, together with gifts from Mr. Mann’s friends and associates, is expected to increase substantially the effectiveness of the fund over the years.

Appropriate acknowledgment has been forwarded to Mr. Mann by the Dean’s Office, in time to commemorate the birthday celebration. The fund will be administered by the Dean’s Office, after all policies and details are established.

Moot Court Faculty Advisor Plans For 1961 Competition

Professor Paul McLane Conway, A.B., LL.B., LL.M., the new Faculty Advisor for the National Moot Court Program at Georgetown, has tentative set the application deadline for this year’s team candidates as October 2d.

The question for the 1961 National Moot Court Competition involves a writ of Certiorari to the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. The case, Richard Black, Petitioner vs. John Green, Respondent, concerns the conversion by the latter of petitioner’s coffee beans valued at $640,000. Plaintiff, Richard Black, demands judgment against defendant in the amount of $640,000 with interest and costs. The respondent’s defense is based on the nationalization by the revolutionary government of the South American nation of Nirvana of petitioner’s plantation in that state, and the subsequent transfer of the title to the coffee by the sovereign of the country to the respondent.

Since the inception of the national competition in 1950, teams representing the Georgetown Law Center have established a brilliant record. Georgetown men have taken first place three times and second place twice, and in the 1958 competition were cited for the best brief in the nation. During the course of each of the eleven yearly competitions to date, Georgetown has always sent a team to the finals in New York City, and several of our men have received individual honors for best speakers.

The Moot Court Competition, sponsored yearly by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, is designed to measure the ability of young advocates in preparing and presenting arguments in a legal controversy. Over one hundred law schools throughout the country enter three-man teams in the competition. Each team is selected from numerous candidates. Each team submits a detailed brief of the question, then argues the case before the constructive Supreme Court. During the regional elimination rounds held in November among the schools in various sections of the country, champion teams emerge and, in December, engage other regional winners in the finals at New York.

The program is open to any upperclassman, although scholastic achievement is a factor in the selection of candidates. Interested students may apply by submitting their name to the faculty advisor.

Prof. Richard L. Braun, LL.M., '53, new Faculty member.

Prof. Braun, Outstanding Graduate,
Distinguished Officer, Joins Faculty

Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Braun, USMC (Ret.), LL.M., '53, was recently appointed to the Law Center Faculty. He will serve as Professor of Real Property, Torts and Crimes. Professor Braun is no stranger to the Law Center, and returns after accumulating a meritorious record during his twenty-year tour with the Marines, which career included a highly successful tenure as a Georgetown law student.

Professor Braun is a native of Santa Monica, California, and a graduate of Stanford University. He is the holder of six distinguished Flying Crosses, twenty odd Air Medals, and the Bronze Star. During the Second World War he flew in marine fighters, and is credited with being a WW II "ACE." Colonel Braun flew dive bombers during the Korean encounter.

Subsequent to Korea, he was sent by his service to the Law Center, receiving his LL.B. in 1961, and his LL.M. in 1963. While here, he was Associate Editor of the Law Journal, the winner of the Fr. Lucey Medal for the highest academic average in the undergraduate course, and the winner of a similar award, the Chetwood Prize as a graduate student. Professor Braun is also noted as being one of the pioneers who advocated and helped inaugurate the student bar association at the Law Center. He is a member of Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity.

The Braun family, including wife Virginia, daughter Susan, 15, and sons Richard, Jr., 15, and Jeffrey, 10, reside in Virginia.

Professor William Hughes, LL.M., has recently been named as Faculty Advisor of the Law and Morals Forum.
Patent Law Club Outlines Year, Plans Placement Service

The Georgetown Law Center's Patent Law Club is starting its first full year of activity after a successful start last spring. The club plans to actively supplement the Law Center's patent law courses with specialized programs and services to its members. One of the first functions planned for this year will be a luncheon meeting featuring a guest speaker prominent in the field of patent law. The club's officers, Albert Hilburger, Ohio, '62, John McAleese, Jr., Pa., '63, Ronald O'Keefe, Va., '63, and Thomas Shaffner, D.C., '63, hope to duplicate the success of last year's luncheon, which was addressed by Mr. David Ladd, the U.S. Commissioner of Patents.

An important service of the Patent Law Club this year will be to cooperate on patent attorney placement with the existing Law School placement office, which is directed by Professor Joseph Gughan. This service will be valuable in handling specific inquiries from members and from firms and corporations. In addition to this service, the club will provide liaison with the placement service of the American Patent Law Association.

All students who are interested in the Patent Law Club should contact R. W. O'Keefe, 3533-A South Stafford St., Arlington 6, Va., for membership information.

Former Adjunct Professor Named as Circuit Judge

James R. Browning, former professor at the Law Center, has been appointed to the bench of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. On September fifth, President Kennedy announced his intention to make the appointment of the then U.S. Supreme Court Clerk. Congress confirmed the nomination on September fourteenth.

Mr. Browning, a native of Montana and graduate of Montana State University Law School, will succeed Judge Walter L. Pope. Graduating from law school in 1941, Mr. Browning served as an attorney in the Justice Department's Anti-Trust Division from that year until 1943. He then spent three years in the army, returning to the Justice Department in 1946. Here he remained as an assistant to the Attorney General until 1963, when he resigned to join a Washington law firm. During the 1953-54 semester, Mr. Browning taught at the New York University School of Law. In August of 1958, he was appointed Clerk of the Supreme Court.

Mr. Browning, a resident of the District of Columbia, taught Mortgages at the Law Center during 1967 and 1958.
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Prize-winner Jay E. Hicks, Va., '62.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF PRIZES

Awarded at June, 1961, Commencement Exercises

I. PRIZES IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL:

1. The REVEREND THOMAS BRADBURY CHETWOOD prize, founded by the Class of 1928, in honor of the Reverend former Regent of the Law School, was awarded to WILLIAM CHARLES CUNNINGHAM, S.J., of West Baden Springs, Indiana, Bachelor of Philosophy, Marquette University, 1951; Master of Laws, Loyola University (Chicago), 1960; Bachelor of Laws, Marquette University, 1953. Candidate for the degree of Master of Laws. Honorable Mention, WALTER MEYER of Elmhurst, New York, Bachelor of Arts, Cornell University, 1952; Bachelor of Laws, Cornell University, 1958. Candidate for the degree of Master of Laws.

II. PRIZES IN THE UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL:

1. The REVEREND FRANCIS E. LUCY prize, founded by an Alumnus of the Law School, in recognition of the work of Reverend Francis E. Lucy, S.J., as Regent of the Law School, offered to the student in the Senior Class who attains the highest average during his entire course, was awarded to ROY ELLIS HOFER, of Alexandria, Virginia, Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering, Purdue University, 1967. Candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Laws. Honorable Mention, ROBERT JOHN ELLIOTT, Bayonne, New Jersey, Bachelor of Arts, St. Mary's Seminary, 1967. Candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Laws.

III. PRIZES FOR DEBATING:

The Faculty Prize of Twenty-five Dollars offered to each of the counsels on the winning side of the Final Debate, Public Law Argument, was awarded to:

Robert Charles Maynard of Youngstown, Ohio, '62, B.S. in S. S. (magna cum laude), 1958, John Carroll University

The Faculty Prize of Twenty-five Dollars offered to each of the counsels on the winning side of the Four preliminary debates, was awarded to:

Robert Charles Maynard of Youngstown, Ohio, '62, B.S. in S. S. (magna cum laude), 1958, John Carroll University

IV. PRIZES FOR CLASS STANDING: Awarded to June Graduates

The Faculty Prize of Fifty Dollars, offered to the student in the Senior Class (morning section) maintaining the highest average for the year was awarded to FRANCIS JAMES CONKLIN, S.J., of Spokane, Washington, Bachelor of Arts, Gonzaga University, 1958; Master of Arts, Gonzaga University, 1959.

The Faculty Prize of Twenty-five Dollars, offered to the student in the Senior Class (afternoon section) maintaining the highest average for the year was awarded to JOHN JOSEPH FLYNN of Chelmsford, Massachusetts, Bachelor of Science (cum laude), Boston College, 1958.

V. THE SEMAW KEY PRIZE of Twenty-five Dollars for the best work in the under-graduate course in Taxation was awarded to EDWARD MACIVAIN GRIFFITH, Jr. of Syracuse, New York, Bachelor of Business Administration, LeMoyne College, 1957.

VI. THE MILTON A. KAUFMAN '13 PRIZE of Twenty-five Dollars, for the student who in the opinion of the Dean of the Law School does the best work on the Law Journal during the scholastic year was awarded to JOHN GEORGE MURPHY, JR. of Washington, D. C. Bachelor of Arts, Harvard University, 1958.

VII. THE LAWYERS TITLE AWARD of One Hundred Dollars for the student who attains the highest average in the law of Real Property was awarded to JOHN JOSEPH FLYNN of Chelmsford, Massachusetts, Bachelor of Science (cum laude), Boston College, 1958.

VIII. THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS PRIZE for the student who attains the most satisfactory scholastic progress in his final year was awarded to JOSEPH VINCENT MISSETTI, III of Villanova, Pennsylvania, Bachelor of Science (Social Science), Georgetown University, 1957.

IX. THE WILLIAM E. LEAHY PRIZE of One Hundred Dollars for Appellate Advocacy was awarded to JEROME FRANCIS WATERMAN of Kansas City, Missouri, Bachelor of Science, Rockhurst College, 1957.

X. THE AMERICAN SECURITY AND TRUST ESTATE PLANNING PRIZE was awarded to SHARON LOUISE KING of Fort Wayne, Indiana, Bachelor of Arts, Mt. Holyoke College, 1954; Bachelor of Laws, Valparaiso University, 1957.

XI. VINCENT G. PANATI MEMORIAL AWARD given to the student making the highest grade in the Criminal Law course was awarded ex aequo to JAMES BELL PARRELL of Adelphi, Maryland, Bachelor of Science (Geology), Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1958. And RICHARD NEWELL SHAROOD of Washington, D. C., Bachelor of Science in Foreign Service (cum laude), Georgetown University, 1958.

A Word To Freshmen

"As every mature attorney appreciates, success as an advocate on either the trial or appellate level comes in most instances to the lawyer who possesses solid knowledge informed by eloquence. Such eloquence is not that ringing dramatic quality attributed to the orator Demosthenes, nor the bombast that occasionally still in politics passes for thinking. The sign of achievement for an advocate is what can perhaps be called the eloquence of clarity.

The apt expression of complex ideas on your feet, in full command of your voice is an ideal to which all students of the law should aspire. Making this talent your own possession is up to you. You can ignore the Law Club Program with impunity, or you can utilize it as an invaluable instrument for attaining or perfecting this talent now—at this most formative stage of your professional career. Much of your future work will, in the final analysis, be a process of persuasion. To deny yourself the full opportunity to learn the tools of persuasion in oral argument is to blunt your effectiveness as a lawyer. Do yourself a favor—participate actively in the Law Club Program. You will not regret it."

Richard Alan Gordon Assistant Dean
Director of the Law Club Program
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